
THE HISTORY OFTHE CHARTS
The end result found on the bottom -line of
M&M's tally on those first five years, back
in March of '89, listed a full fledged news
magazine. One that both reported on the
business-record, radio, retail, televi-
sion-and the art-singers, songwriters,
musicians, producers and the fruit of their
labours. The charts were where it all came
together. The artists made it, industry pro-
moted it, radio played it, retail sold it,
M&M reported it and the charts reflected
the results.

Sales, Airplay & Formats
BY MARK SPERWER

At the end of Music & Media's first five years, charts formed the heart of
what had become Europe's own primary source for pan-European news,

music radio. The European charts had proven a crucial part of M&M's
focus on what was hot and what was not. Hot-as in Eurochart Hot 100

Singles-had now indeed become an internationally recognised key word,
owing to the link with the famous Billboard listing of the same name.

Built upon the combined input from 16 national European sales charts that are
still as different as Europe is culturally divided, the Eurocharts proved to be the per-
fect platform for mainland European talent to expose itself across established bor-
ders. For the first time, artists such as Jennifer Rush, Sandra, Double, A -Ha, Mod-
ern Talking and Mai Tai featured prominently amidst the stalwarts of the
traditionally accepted UK and US reign.

By 1985 Music & Media's charts formed the programming basis for more and
more European station's which saw in them the perfect means to free themselves
from the long standing domination of Anglo-American product. Premier radio sta-
tions then included RIAS/Berlin, 95.2/Paris and Dutch pubcaster NCRV. The first
exposure on national television was also registered that year when Italian video
channel Dee Jay Television launched a major prime -time IV show based upon the
Eurochart Hot 100 singles chart.

Following these successful inroads into the European market, M&M's first major
landmark was reached that same year when Music & Media's publishing company
European Music Report (EMR) formed a joint venture with Billboard Publica-
tions in the US. The Top 100 became the Hot 100 and the added credibility
appealed to more and more broadcasters a s the continent.

The same year Music & Media-t e,. called Eurotipsheet-was conceived we
also saw the beginning of a boom in cable television broadcasts by the first pin -Euro-
pean music channels; Music Box and Sky Channel. With every local cable network
accessed, Europe found itself closer and closer to the dawn of a new era bringing
unprecedented media exposure for the industry's musical output. And when MTV
Europe opened its London -based offices in 198', music television had truly arrived.

M&M's charts, meanwhile, continued to thrive, gaining more and more interna-
tional exposure on Europe's national media. NDR2, the Harnburg-baSed public pop
channel, started its first weekly European show based on the Hot 100. Other stations
carrying the Hot 100 included Piccadilly Radio/Manchester and NRJ/Paris. Televi-
sion didn't stay far behind either; Music Box (later to merge with Super Channel)
aired a weekly one -hour programme entitled "Eurochart," produced in Holland and
based on the Hot 100 Singles which was also featured on the Musikladen/Euro-
tops TV show in West Germany. This trend would eventually culminate in the '87
production of the European Top 40 made by Dutch company Rob de Boer Pro-
ductions. The programme would later be replaced by the Linda de Mol-presented
Coca-Cola Eurochart Hot 100 show on Super Channel. Another important step
that year was the weekly one -hour transmission of the "European Top 30" on Capi-
tal Radio/London.

At the '88 Midem, Dutch copyright organisatio announced
the merger of its "Eurochart Top 50"-initiated at the g of 1985-and EMR's
European Hot 100, a feat followed by the May '88 licen the chart to Coca-Cola.
The European Hot 100 Singles had come of age.

The period following those formative years saw a stea !Aleut of the

charts contents and a broadening of their
overall importance. However, with the
expiration of the Coca-Cola/Eurochart
deal in April '92 and the still unchallenged
video reign of MTV preceded by the
demise of Music Box and Super Channel's
loss of impact, the balance of the
Eurocharts media exposure shifted
towards radio.

Building upon its long standing rela-
tionship with radio, M&M's mid -'90 deci-
sion to primarily focus on that part of the

industry has certainly had its impact on the lateral development of its charts. -Next to
clear favourites the Hot 100 Singles and Top 100 Albums, the European Airplay
Top 50 had also enjoyed its share of coverage on the European airwaves. Justifiably
felt to be indicative of " ' gs to come" it became a popular listing with many Euro-
pean DJs.

Initially based upon the same system as the sales charts-substituting the -natio-
nal sales listings with recognised airplay charts-the chart was dropped in favour of
another, more properly geared towards radio's future. Based upon M&M's European
Hit Radio (EHR) format, the EHR Top 40 was the first pan-European chart to present
current airwave trends in a focused setting. Deepening its reliability as a program-
ming tool, it underwrote new European insights concerning the re -structuring of
radio, a medium more receptive to an increasingly'competitive market's need to
deliver a specific audience to the advertiser -Abandoning the use of (unformatted)
national airplay charts, a new and more detailed source of information was found in
another part of M&M's weekly media coverage: Station Reports. Realising the
absence of a pan-European monitoring body based on national European models,
M&M started to work with the playlists provided by Station Report's reporter panel.
Basing its research on data provided by national rating organisations such as JICRAR,
Mediametrie and Gallup, M&M was ready for business.

CHARTING THE WAVES \
With format being the key word, M&M's reporter panel now provides a full cov-

erage of Europe's airwaves, representing a specific cross-section of the co*inent's
most important broadcasters. Although the EHR Top 40 still features as M&M's main
airplay chart, it has since been joined by the ACE Top 25 (Adult Contemporary
Europe) and the EDR Top 25 (European Dance Radio). Another, more recent, addi-
tion are two cross-referencing sections listing the artists in the Regional Airplay
chart and the Regional Crossovers.

The last five years saw an important shift in the balance between M&M's several
charts. The Hot 100 Singles and Top 100 Albums continue to give the best available
pan-European sales -based overviews. The one that has seen a staggering evolution
however, has been the tiirmer European Airplay Top 50. Compared to its current re-
incarnation, the EHR Top 40, it has changed from a crude listing-based on only a
small sample of Europe's airplay-to a chart targetting a specific format and using a
sophisticated rating system. Its ability to give the industry a focus on the cutting edge
of their strategies and ploys c 4,t-erning European popular music goes well beyond
the "fait -accompli" nature of sEes charts. With spin-offs such as M&M's TrackFax-a
highly detailed airplay tracklistinhCef one or several customer -specified songs-and
its Regional sections M, M 's new airplay based -services have only scratched the tip
beiof the proverbial ice ' Alongside the established appeal and credibility of the Hot
100 Singles and Top 106 -Albums, M&MIN sales and airplay charts now ensure cover-
age from the cradle to the grave. And inhere's life beyond, they'll show that too!
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HOLLAND HAS A RIGHT TO HEAR GOOD MUSIC
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